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How to start a heat and glo fireplace without electricity

Each product we feature has been independently selected and reviewed by our editorial team. If you make a purchase using the links included, we may earn commission. When you picture your dream house, what do you imagine? Perhaps a large farmhouse sink in the kitchen or a backyard garden filled
with blooming flowers. Or maybe a roaring fireplace is at the top of your list. If you haven’t moved into your dream house just yet, you can still bring the glow and warmth of a cozy hearth to your home. All you need is an electric fireplace. Similar to space heaters but with a bit more flair, electric fireplaces
can be portable, freestanding or wall-mounted. They typically include faux logs and LED lights to create the look of a real wood-burning fireplace. Some even come with sound machines that produce the crackling pops and hisses of a hearty fire. Ahead, shop 10 of the best electric fireplaces you can order
online from Amazon, Wayfair, and Walmart, according to stellar customer reviews. Best Rated: Duraflame 3D Infrared Electric Fireplace Stove Amazon’s best-selling electric fireplace is this stove-inspired heater with more than 1,600 five-star reviews. It can heat up to 1,000 square feet and includes a 3-D
flame effect that mimics the look of real burning firewood. The freestanding fireplace uses infrared quartz to emit heat without drying out the air and will automatically shut off if it gets too hot. You can control the temperature with a digital thermostat, and it even comes with a sound machine for a crackling
effect. Reviewers say it’s about as close to a real wood-burning stove as it gets. Best Overall: Charlton Home Edite Electric Fireplace This electric fireplace has a classic look, complete with a wood mantel, LED flames and faux logs. Thanks to a set of casters, it's easy to move around, plus it comes with
an anti-tipping counterweight for safety. No installation is required—just plug it in—and you can control the temperature, brightness, and flame speed with a remote control. It has hundreds of positive reviews on Wayfair for a 4.7-star rating. “This is beautiful, well made, and very useful,” writes one
shopper. Best Splurge: Kelly Clarkson Home Morrison Electric Fireplace For an electric fireplace that looks and feels like the real thing, consider this option from Kelly Clarkson’s home collection at Wayfair. The traditional mantel-style electric fireplace has a realistic flame effect and decorative logs that
glow, which you can use without heat if you simply want to create a cozy ambience. It operates with a plug-in cord and remote control so you can adjust the temperature with ease. For safety, it has automatic shut-off technology and can run on a timer. Reviewers call it “beautiful and elegant” and note
that the fire looks realistic. Best Quality: PuraFlame Western Electric Fireplace Insert For those with existing wood-burning fireplaces, this electric fireplace insert is a great option to add a bit of extra heat and style to your home without the hassle of real flames. It’s designed to slide into a fireplace
opening, and the heat outlet and control panel are hidden by the grill for a sleek look. Plus, the glass on the front of the fireplace stays cool to the touch while realistic resin logs glow inside. “Visiting friends all thought it was a real gas flame,” one Amazon shopper wrote. “I couldn’t be happier… [It] gave
me exactly what I’ve been wanting for years in my house: to watch a movie next to a toasty fire with my family.”  Best Value: Bold Flame Electric Fireplace This stylish electric fireplace has the look of a sophisticated fireplace mantel at an affordable price. It stands flush against the wall and includes a
remote control for adjusting the temperature, timer, brightness, and LED flame settings. It can heat up to 400 square feet or provide the cozy look of flickering flames without the heat on warmer days. More than 150 Walmart customers give it a perfect five-star rating, and many say it’s easy to put together.
Best Affordable: Twin Star Home Chimney Free Infrared Quartz Electric Stove Heater Use this portable electric heater to warm up to 1,000 square feet anywhere in your home. It employs infrared quartz to emit heat while allowing a room to maintain its natural humidity, and faux logs appear to glow
thanks to a realistic flame effect. This affordable electric fireplace usually goes for $100, but it’s on sale now for $70. Despite the low price, it has plenty of positive reviews: 900 Walmart shoppers give it five out of five stars. Best TV Stand: Ameriwood Home Carver Electric Fireplace TV Stand To make the
most of a small space, order an electric fireplace that doubles as a TV stand. This top-rated option includes a 23-inch electric fireplace insert that you can operate with a remote control. It displays a realistic flame effect and can heat up to 400 square feet. All of this is discretely hidden inside a TV stand
with glass doors and storage shelves to keep your room organized. “It’s very sturdy and looks great!” said one Amazon reviewer. “The fireplace is gorgeous, and when you turn the heat option on, it does a great job of keeping the room warm.” Best Large: Foundry Select Carbaijal Electric Fireplace If
space isn’t an issue, consider this large electric fireplace with a rustic brick design. Plug it in to reveal a flickering flame visual and a heater that’s strong enough to warm up to 1,000 square feet. You can adjust the temperature output with a handy remote and even opt to enjoy the fake flames without heat
year-round. “This was exactly what I was looking for,” one Wayfair shopper writes. “[It] looks great, heats well, and is enjoyable to watch. The flames are realistic enough to give you that same feeling you get from a real fireplace.”  Best Compact: R.W.Flame Wall Mounted Electric Fireplace Those short on
floor space might consider a wall-mounted electric fireplace like this top-rated model available on Amazon. It includes multiple flame speeds, brightness, and color settings for a striking display that can warm up to 400 square feet. The thin electric fireplace is designed to mount directly onto a wall or slide
into a recessed wall. It’s a more hands-on home improvement project, but Amazon shoppers say the results are worth it. One writes that it’s “so easy to install” and “very quiet," while another says “I’ve had tons of compliments on it.” Best Corner: Walker Edison Corner Electric Fireplace  Ideal for small
spaces, this 32" x 48" x 20" electric fireplace fits snugly into any corner of your house, and it provides an excellent place to display your TV. Along with a powerful heater and a cozy wood-burning illusion, the furniture piece comes in 10 colors and offers cabinets and shelves to store electronics and small
home accessories. Hundreds of shoppers gave it five-star reviews, noting that it’s easy to assemble and looks great. Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from
our chosen links. Once an essential fixture in every home, fireplaces are not found as frequently in the modern home. Luckily, you can enjoy fascinating flames and optional heat in any room of your house with an electric fireplace. These easy-to-install units run on electricity and require no venting. You’ll
also save yourself the work of stockpiling wood, tending to burning logs, and cleaning up soot and ashes.  Freestanding electric fireplaces are perfect for rooms that lack a pre-existing fireplace, but if you’d like to convert your traditional wood-burning fireplace, look for an electric insert or log set. Here, the
best electric fireplaces for your home. Instantly upgrade the ambiance (and heat) in any room of your house with this electric fireplace from R.W. Flame. Measuring, 50 x 18 x 3.98 inches, you can opt to mount it in the wall for a built-in look, or simply hang it on the wall to enjoy glowing flames in 12
different eye-catching shades. The glowing LED fire bed can also be customized with 12 different color options, making it easy to mix and match flame and rock colors for a look that is unique to your space and ambiance. It also comes available in a variety of other sizes, ranging from 30 to 60 inches. The
heater comes complete with touch-screen buttons on the front of the unit, and an included remote control to help you control flame brightness and colors. In addition, this wall-mounted electric fireplace is equipped with a heater to beat the chill in cold weather. Although the heater lacks a thermostat, it can
be set to the lowest (750 watts) or highest (1500 watts) power settings. Customers note that although they are satisfied with how well this unit is able to warm a room, it's not possible to actually direct the warm air flow when using the heater. Transform your existing fireplace into a low-maintenance, easy-
to-operate solution with an electric fireplace insert. The Klaus from PuraFlame does just that, by preserving the traditional aesthetics of a conventional fireplace with a glass door and mesh screen while giving you instant access to flames and heat. There's no stoking a fire or sweeping up ashes afterward,
and the included log set even crackles to give you a more complete fireside experience. Consumers are quick to comment on how enjoyable it is to watch and listen to this electric fireplace.  This electric fireplace insert measures 33 inches across (total unit width is 35 inches), though smaller sizes are
available if you skip the option for glass doors. The heater packs 1,500 watts of power and includes an adjustable thermostat so you can find the setting that is comfortable for you—or skip the heat altogether.  If you’re shopping for an electric fireplace to keep you toasty when it gets cold, check out the
Duraflame Electric Fireplace Stove. Aside from having some of the most realistic flames of many electric fireplaces on the market, this model also has an impressive 5,200 BTU heater.  Using quartz infrared heating technology, you’ll feel the warmth from this electric fireplace heater in the room quickly.
Since infrared heat doesn’t affect humidity levels, it won’t cause dry air like other conventional heaters do. Customers rave about the good looks of this electric fireplace heater with 3D logs, but also mention how well it keeps them warm in the middle of winter or when there's a chill in the air.  For a
fireplace that won't sacrifice style or quality, check out the Real Flame Emerson fireplace. Measuring 56 x 16 x 47.25 inches, this large electric fireplace is available in both English oak and white-washed finishes. The traditional look is completed with a hardwood veneer mantle—perfect for displaying
picture frames or keepsakes. This grand electric fireplace is equipped with a 1,500-watt heater and puts out up to 5,000 BTU. It’s designed to take the chill off rooms up to 1,000 square feet in size. The thermostat ranges from 72 to 99 degrees Fahrenheit, and other practical features include a timer and
variable flame brightness.  Customers are especially impressed by how seamlessly this electric fireplace blends into existing décor; many users say it looks built-in and is a great addition to their home’s living space. If you’re looking to add the convenience of an electric unit to an already existing fireplace,
shop for an electric fireplace log set. This ember and log set from Duraflame uses infrared heat to warm you up in a hurry, while the flames cast a glow inside your fireplace—without messy ashes to deal with afterward. This electric fireplace insert provides up to 5,200 BTU of heat, but you’re free to adjust
the temperature with a dial mounted on the side of the unit. In addition, you can use the flames independently of the heater for a cozy ambiance all year long.  Customers noted that this electric log set has been a great addition to their unused fireplaces. In addition, this fireplace heater can warm rooms up
to 1,000 square feet, and many people say that it does a great job of warming medium to large-sized rooms. Make the most of your space with an electric fireplace that doubles as a television stand. The Lorraine TV stand is sized to hold televisions up to 55 inches in size and has a weight capacity of 45
pounds. This popular model is also available in five different finishes to match your style preferences.  Featuring two side storage cabinets and a center shelf above the fireplace insert, there’s plenty of room for accessories and electronics. When you’re not watching what’s on TV, you’ll enjoy
entertainment from the lively electric flames. The electric fireplace operates using a 4,600 BTU heater and is designed for rooms up to 400 square feet in size. Of the many thousands of purchases, people are impressed with the overall look and functionality of this TV stand electric fireplace. A true multi-
functioning unit, you’ll be able to display your television, tuck away cords and media, and watch the flames while enjoying soft, electric heat. The beauty of electric fireplaces is how easily they are to use—there’s no wood to gather, no matches to find. Instead, it’s instant warmth and ambiance with the flip
of a switch. Some, however, are easier to use than others; others are significantly easier to install than others. Make sure you look at both factors before selecting a fireplace for your home.  Some models are made to sit on the floor, while others can be wall-mounted. Certain models can convert traditional
wood-burning fireplaces into electric versions. Consider the room where you're going to put it, as well as where it will go in relation to electrical outlets.  Since a fireplace often serves as a focal point in any room, you want to make sure you select one that matches your taste and surrounding décor. From
the look of the frame to the interior components, such as faux logs or crystals, there are various details to consider when choosing the best electric fireplace for your home.
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